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quadripolar (n = 3), quintopolar (n = 4), sextopolar
(n = 5), and septapolar (n = 6) multipolar CRE conﬁgurations directly a FEM computer model was developed
with a 1700 × 1700 evenly spaced mesh located in the ﬁrst
quadrant of the X-Y plane above a unit charge dipole projected to the center of the mesh and oriented towards the
positive direction of the Z axis. The dipole was moved
along the Z axis to evaluate the eﬀect of depth on accuracy of Laplacian estimates.
At each point of the mesh, the electric potential φ generated by a unity dipole was calculated with the formula
for electric potential due to a dipole in a homogeneous
medium of conductivity σ:

Summary
This study uses ﬁnite element method model analysis to
conﬁrm the analytic result of the accuracy of Laplacian estimation using novel multipolar concentric ring electrodes
increasing with the increase of the number of rings. Obtained results suggest signiﬁcance of this gain in accuracy
for practical applications.
Introduction
Conventional electroencephalography (EEG) with disc
electrodes has major drawbacks including poor spatial
resolution, selectivity and low signal-to-noise ratio that
are critically limiting its use. Concentric ring electrodes
(CREs), consisting of several elements including the central disc and a number of concentric rings, are a promising alternative that allows to improve all of the aforementioned aspects signiﬁcantly. Because of such unique
capabilities including superiority to conventional disc electrode, in particular, in accuracy of Laplacian estimation,
the tripolar concentric ring electrodes (TCREs; the highest number of CRE poles currently used) have found numerous applications in a wide range of areas including
brain-computer interface, seizure onset detection, seizure
attenuation using transcranial focal stimulation applied
via TCREs, etc [1]. Taking the next step toward further
improving the Laplacian estimation with novel multipolar
concentric ring electrodes we proposed a general approach
to estimation of the Laplacian for an (n + 1)-polar electrode with n rings using the (4n + 1)-point method for
n ≥ 2 that allows cancellation of all the truncation terms
up to the order of 2n [1]. This study conﬁrms the analytic result of the accuracy of Laplacian estimate increasing with the increase of n and assesses the signiﬁcance
of this gain in accuracy for practical applications using
ﬁnite element method (FEM) model analysis.

φ=

1 (r̄p − r̄) · p̄
4πσ |r̄p − r̄|3

(1)

where r̄ = (x, y, z) and p̄ = (px , py , pz ) represent the location and the moment of the dipole and r̄p = (xp , yp , zp )
represents the observation point. The analytical Laplacian was then calculated at each point of the mesh, by
taking the second derivative of the electric potential φ:
L = Δφ =

∂2φ ∂2φ
+ 2
∂x2
∂y

(2)

Laplacian estimates for six multipolar CRE conﬁgurations ranging from bipolar to septapolar were computed
at each point of the mesh where appropriate boundary
conditions could be applied. The process was repeated
for diﬀerent interpoint distances using integer multiples
of r ranging from 1 to 10 to evaluate the eﬀect of the electrode size on accuracy of Laplacian estimates. The model
was tied to the physical dimensions (in cm) through the
target physical size of the multipolar CREs.
Derivation of Laplacian estimate coeﬃcients for multipolar CRE conﬁgurations was performed using the approach proposed in [1]. These six estimates were then
compared with the calculated analytical Laplacian using
Methods
Relative Error measure:

(Δv−Δi v)2
To compare the discrete Laplacian estimates including
RelErri =
(3)

2
the bipolar (number of rings n = 1), tripolar (n = 2),
(Δv)
1

where i represents the Laplacian estimation method used Discussion
to approximate the Laplacian potential Δi v and Δv rep- While it was important to conﬁrm that the accuracy of
resents the analytical Laplacian potential.
Laplacian estimation increases (Relative Error decreases)
Full factorial design of analysis of variance (ANOVA) with an increase of the dipole depth (factor A) and dewas used with three numerical factors. The ﬁrst factor creases (Relative Error increases) with an increase of the
(A) was the dipole depth presented at ﬁve levels uniformly CRE diameter (factor B), the most important result is
distributed in the range from 1 cm to 5 cm. The second that, for the case of the factor C, the higher order mulfactor (B) was the CRE diameter presented at ten levels tipolar Laplacian estimates are signiﬁcantly better than
uniformly distributed in the range from 0.5 cm to 5 cm. the lower order ones at approximating the analytic LaplaThe third factor (C) was the number of rings in the mul- cian.
tipolar CRE conﬁguration presented at six levels ranging
However, even though the statistical analysis showed
from one (bipolar CRE) to six (septapolar CRE). The re- that, in general, Relative Error was decreasing signiﬁsponse variable was the Relative Error computed for each cantly with the increase in the number of CRE rings, the
of the 5 × 10 × 6 = 300 combinations of levels of three modeling results also suggest that for dipoles at higher
factors.
depths and for smaller sizes of CREs the diﬀerence between the higher order multipolar CRE conﬁgurations beResults
comes negligible. This can be seen from Fig. 1 at dipole
Relative Errors computed using (3) for diﬀerent multipo- depth of 3 cm and higher and the CRE diameter of 1
lar CRE conﬁgurations are presented on a semi-log scale cm and lower. Existence of an upper bound on the maxin Figure 1. The eﬀect of factors A, B, and C on Relative imum practical number of rings suggests the possibility
Error was assessed and the ANOVA results suggest that of optimizing the design of a multipolar CRE for speciﬁc
all three factors have statistically signiﬁcant eﬀects in the applications taking into account the requirements on the
model (d.f. = 3, F = 146.72, p < 0.0001).
CRE size and expected maximum depth of the sources to
record from.
The plan for future work is to use realistic head models to conﬁrm the FEM modeling results obtained in this
study. Unlike the currently used FEM model this approach would allow modeling the head as an irregular
mesh of ﬁnite volumetric elements of various shapes and
sizes [2]. Generating a realistic mesh of elements with
similar tissue characteristics on an irregular grid is feasible, in part, thanks to increasing use of network science
in neuroimaging [3].
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